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"therefore they did watch over their people and did
nourish them with things pertaining to righteousness."

| mosiah 23:18; the book of mormon |

+introduction
When I get a text reading “How are you?” I most often reply with something like “I’m good! How are you?” But the 
truth is, I rarely am just “good.” My days are usually filled with a variety of emotions, ranging from exhaustion to 
celebration to discouragement to triumph. That’s real life. And the reality of it all is almost impossible to convey in a 
text. So many of us are in the throes of womanhood + crave connection with other women—more than just a 

perfunctory text or a heart commented on an Insta post.
 

That hunger for connection is what inspiThat hunger for connection is what inspired this booklet. I go throughout many of my days having very little REAL 
womanly connection of friendship + I know many women with the same ailment. We endure the anxieties of womanhood 
in our own hearts where insecurities + fears fester because they have no positive outlet. We feel guilt + panic, with no 
ventilation. We also have moments of great joy + simple satisfaction that likewise fail to reach the surface because we 
are bombarded with the idea that if something can’t be posted, it isn’t worthy of celebration. I revolt against that idea. 

I want to start a movement amongst us women wheI want to start a movement amongst us women where we share + resolve our fears together, where we celebrate the 
little successes + where we build each other up with a tangible gift of praise, love + wisdom. My goal with this booklet is 
that it will be simple + fun for you to complete + to enjoy as you go about life with your family. I hope you will fill in an 
empty space while you stir the spaghetti sauce or laugh at a message from a friend, written in her own handwriting, 

while you fold towels.

I’ve purposely cI’ve purposely created this booklet to be a breeding ground for honesty + authenticity. It is filled with opportunities to 
be bold, to celebrate your joys + to be generous with praise—ultimately to establish + nurture genuine connections. The 
first pages are mine to you. I’ve filled them with raw honesty as an offering of courage + an invitation for you to be 

similarly authentic in the words you write to your friends.
    

Think of another woman with whom you want to establish, maintain or Think of another woman with whom you want to establish, maintain or renew a deep connection of sisterhood + 
friendship. Fill out these pages with her in mind. Where possible, I encourage you to print out these pages on real paper, 

to write in your own handwriting + to mail the completed pages to a friend via actual post (perhaps with an 
accompanying gift of cheer. I’ve included some gift ideas on page 25).

Perhaps this book can help us "watch over [our] people" (i.e. women + their families across the world) + nourish each 
other with things pertaining to righteousness.

P.S. If you’d like to include me in your network of sisterhood (oh, please do!), you can fill out this booklet + send it back P.S. If you’d like to include me in your network of sisterhood (oh, please do!), you can fill out this booklet + send it back 
to me at the following address. When you do, I’ll mail you a friendship gift in return (there’s a space inside for your 
return adress). Nothing would thrill me more than to have booklets of love sent to me from women across the world!

cheyenne hansen
p.o. box 92

salmon, id 83467
united states  

cheyennelove:
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+how to use this book
+ download "NOURISH: A GIFT OF CONNECTION FOR WOMEN AROUND 
THE WORLD" (this booklet) at nearertothee.com

+ print booklet

+ fill out pages with yellow titles

+ leave pages with blue titles blank (these pages will be filled out + 
returned to you by your friend)

+ mail entire completed booklet to a friend

+ optional: send along a gift of cheer (see page 25 for gift ideas)+ optional: send along a gift of cheer (see page 25 for gift ideas)

+ keep + enjoy pages with yellow titles

+ fill out pages with blue titles

+ mail completed pages with blue titles back to sender

+ optional: send along a gift of cheer (see page 25 for gift ideas)

+ repeat the cycle by downloading + printing a new booklet at 
nearertothee.com + send to another friend (or two or ten!)

to send to a friend:

if you received this book
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my pages to you
The following 6 pages are my personal responses to the 

questions in this booklet. I have included them as an example 
of how to use this booklet. I have filled them with raw 

honesty as an offering of courage + an invitation for you to 
be just as vulnerable in the responses you send to your 
friends. My aim in this is to spark a fire of sisterhood 

between women across the world (and to do something that 
scascares me, which I believe is healthy on occassion). I believe 

that lasting friendships are built on a foundation of 
authenticity + that the more we are willing to share, the 
more we are able to receive. I hope you will share your 

experiences in an attitude of trust + receive the confidences 
of others with a heart of acceptance + tenderness. In short, I 
hope this booklet will act as a reminder that we are all 

humans + furthermohumans + furthermore, that we are all sisters.   

love:cheyenne
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what’s for dinner

what I’m reading

last time I cried

what I’m watching

most stressed about

+real life

©nearer to thee 2020

most excited about

last time I cleaned the toilet

current weight
baked brie with sourdough toast,
jalapenos + boysenberry jam
(i like weird food + i’m 

not ashamed)

180 pounds
(that’s a guess. i don’t own
a scale because scales
are the worst)

planting a garden! debt

"the harvester" by
gene stratton-porter nothing. i’m so sick of tv.

two days ago. i get a good
cry in at least once a week.

honestly can’t remember.
last week sometime, if i’m

being optimistic.
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my current battle

+real life
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my current victory

�"be kind, for everyone you meet
is fighting a hard battle."

| author debated |

Three years ago, my husband + I sold 
everything we owned to pursue our 
dream of owning a business together. 
We had three little babies at the time 
+ the dream was exciting. Fast 
forward three years, two more babies 
+ four moves later + we continue to 
pursue that dpursue that dream, despite all the 
sacrifice it has required—my 
husband’s good job, a cute starter 
house in a pretty neighborhood, our 
almost perfect credit scores + what 
feels like our reputations as sane 
people.

We are faced with the daily battle of 
pursuing a dream that others don’t 
always understand + to hold onto a 
conviction that lies in our hearts + not 
on a piece of paper. We struggle to 
continue down a path that is lacking 
in logical sense, but is overflowing 
with the answer we continue to with the answer we continue to 
receive when we pray: “Don’t quit. 
Find a way to make it work.” 

I’ve had five babies in the last seven 
years + it’s taken a heavy toll on my 
body. It’s taken a heavier toll on my 
self-esteem. I’ve gained + lost 
nearly fifty pounds almost every 
year since I’ve been married + it’s 
visible. But what has been a struggle 
since my first days as a mother (to since my first days as a mother (to 
appreciate my body) has recently 
developed into a surprising + 
beautiful phase of self-acceptance.

I honestly wear leggings most days, I 
rarely put on makeup + it’s seldom 
to see my hair in any other style 
than the good ol’ top knot. But I’m 
in a place of peace. I look at myself 
in the mirror + I see the laugh lines 
that remind me of the good times I 
have with my kids. I see the fhave with my kids. I see the freckles 
that I’ve passed on to a few of their 
cheeks. I see the face they smile at 
when they wake up from a nap. I 
feel happy to be me.
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for exhaustion

+favorite remedies
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my favorite nourishing words

for a broken heart

for when you
need a good book for overwhelm

for physical sickness for loneliness

a hot bath +
as much cheesecake
as i want to eat

"a girl of the limberlost"
by gene stratton-porter

a long prayer on a long walk +
as much cheesecake
as i want to eat

bone broth +
an insane amount of
orange juice

a good cry + a long sleep
(i’ve discovered that almost

anything can wait until morning)

"We know that Jesus experienced the totality of mortal existence in Gethsemane. It's our faith that he experienced everything-absolutely everything. Sometimes we don't think 
through the implications of that belief...There is nothing you have experienced as a woman that he does not also know and recognize. On a profound level, he understands the 
hunger to hold your baby that sustains you through pregnancy. He understands both the physical pain of giving birth and the immense joy. He knows about PMS and cramps and 
menopause. He understands about rape and infertility and abortion. His last recorded words to his disciples were, "And, lo, I am with you always, even unto the end of the world." 
(Matthew 28:20) He understands your mother(Matthew 28:20) He understands your mother-pain when your five-year-old leaves for kindergarten, when a bully picks on your fifth-grader, when your daughter calls to say that 
the new baby has Down syndrome. He knows your mother-rage when a trusted babysitter sexually abuses your two-year-old, when someone gives your thirteen-year-old drugs, 
when someone seduces your seventeen-year-old. He knows the pain you live with when you come home to a quiet apartment where the only children are visitors, when you hear 
that your former husband and his new wife were sealed in the temple last week, when your fiftieth wedding anniversary rolls around and your husband has been dead for two 
years. He knyears. He knows all that. He's been there. He's been lower than all that. He's not waiting for us to be perfect. Perfect people don't need a Savior. He came to save his people in 
their imperfections. He is the Lord of the living, and the living make mistakes. He's not embarrassed by us, angry at us, or shocked. He wants us in our brokenness, in our 

unhappiness, in our guilt and our grief." 

| cheiko n. okazaki |

an hour in the sunshine +
a long prayer +

a big bouquet of flowers
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"Cheesecake Factory
Original Cheesecake Copycat"
at: sweetandsavorymeals.com

+favorite remedies
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recipes, lists + resources for remedies from the previous page

favorite cheesecake recipe favorite things to
add to a bath

how to make bone broth favorite place to order flowers

+ lavender essential oil
+ epsom salts
+ fresh mint leaves
+ zest from citrus peels
+ coconut oil

bouqs.com

add bones, skin + cartilage from a whole
chicken to a large pot with carrots,
an onion, peppercorns, a bay leaf + 
fresh herbs. cover with water. simmer
for 6 to 24 hours. Strain + refrigerate.
Use in soups, sauces, or as a drink when
you have a soyou have a sore throat or aches.  
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"ultimately, we know deeply that on the
other side of every fear is freedom."

| marilyn ferguson |

I                                          solemnly promise that I will do

all that I can to achieve the goal I have written in the box above.

I give you permission, as my friend, to hold me to it.

cheyenne

cheyenne

be brave+

something scaryI’ve always wanted to do

Signed: X

©nearer to thee 2020

wear red lipstick +
get a pixie haircut
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+dear friend,
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I may or may not know you personally, but in either case, if I were to send a 
letter of encouragement to any of my friends, I would say this: You are so 
loved. Not only by me, but by an eternal Father in Heaven who cares about us 
all very deeply. I know He is involved in the very details of our lives + wants us 
to succeed greatly. He knows us + loves us, to such a degree that He sent His 
only begotten Son to the earth to die for us. Jesus Christ atoned for our sins, 
weaknesses + all that is unfair in this world. He knows us individually + loves us 
in all our imperfections. They ain all our imperfections. They are both eager to help us + rescue us from our 
perils. They are with us in the trenches + wil comfort us + give us aid. We only 
have to ask for it through prayer. So, whether your life is one big battle or a 
giddy series of victories, know that I’m cheering for you + so is Heavenly 

Father + Jesus Christ. I hope all the good things that are in your heart come to 
you quickly.

Forever Your Friend,

cheyenne
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If you have downloaded this booklet, you are the sender + 
the following 6 pages are for you to fill out. when you 
have filled them out, send this entire booklet (except your 
gift on page 26) to a friend. your friend will keep these 
"sender" pages that you have written + will send back the 

"recipient pages" to you.
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what’s for dinner

what I’m reading

last time I cried

what I’m watching

most stressed about

+real life
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most excited about

last time I cleaned the toilet

current weight
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my current battle

+real life
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my current victory

�"be kind, for everyone you meet
is fighting a hard battle."

| author debated |
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for exhaustion

+favorite remedies
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my favorite nourishing words

for a broken heart

for when you
need a good book for overwhelm

for physical sickness for loneliness
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+favorite remedies
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recipes, lists + resources for remedies from the previous page



"ultimately, we know deeply that on the
other side of every fear is freedom."

| marilyn ferguson |

I                                          solemnly promise that I will do

all that I can to achieve the goal I have written in the box above.

I give you permission, as my friend, to hold me to it.

be brave+

something scaryI’ve always wanted to do

Signed: X
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+dear friend,
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mail your reply to
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If you received this booklet from a friend, you are the 
recipient + the following 6 pages are for you to fill out. 
when you have filled them out, send them back to the 
friend who sent this booklet to you + keep the remainder 

of this booklet to enjoy. 
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what’s for dinner

what I’m reading

last time I cried

what I’m watching

most stressed about

+real life
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most excited about

last time I cleaned the toilet

current weight
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my current battle

+real life
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my current victory

�"be kind, for everyone you meet
is fighting a hard battle."

| author debated |



for exhaustion

+favorite remedies
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my favorite nourishing words

for a broken heart

for when you
need a good book for overwhelm

for physical sickness for loneliness
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+favorite remedies
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recipes, lists + resources for remedies from the previous page



"ultimately, we know deeply that on the
other side of every fear is freedom."

| marilyn ferguson |

I                                          solemnly promise that I will do

all that I can to achieve the goal I have written in the box above.

I give you permission, as my friend, to hold me to it.

be brave+

something scaryI’ve always wanted to do

Signed: X
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+dear friend,

©nearer to thee 2020
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flat gifts for envelopes

+gift ideas
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unique gifts for packages
+ service coupons
+ stickers
+ balloons
+ confetti
+ seed packets
+ tea bags
+ a bookmark+ a bookmark
+ sticks of gum
+ pop rocks candy
+ pressed flowers
+ vintage stamps
+ a postcard
+ band aids
+ paper garlands+ paper garlands
+ photos
+ recipe cards
+ iron-on patches
+ magnets
+ movie tickets
+ mad libs
+ adult coloring page+ adult coloring page
+ playlist of favorite songs
+ a small cross-stitch
+ paint chip cards
+ paper dolls
+ origami creations
+ friendship bracelets
+ a gift card+ a gift card

+ horchata lip balm
+ poppy + pout bath scrubs
+ sugarfina candy
+ fortune cookies
+ a cookbook
+ seed-bearing lollipops
+ a small candle+ a small candle
+ a cheesemaking kit
+ birth month jewelry
+ plant grow kits
+ pollinator push garden
+ smoothie bombs
+ sushi making kit
+ sh+ shower steamers
+ fun bath bombs
+ cotton candy
+ gourmet chocolate
+ spice blends
+ essential oil diffuser
+ raw honey
+ toilet paper (you kn+ toilet paper (you know this
would make somebody happy!)
+ vitamins

uncommongoods.com is a 
great place to find more
unique + fun gifts!
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the following two pages are gifts for you + for the friend 
who will receive this booklet. if you’re sending this boklet, 
keep one for yourself + leave one in its place to send on 
to your friend. if you’re receiving this booklet from a 

friend, keep the last one for yourself. 
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